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This thesis presents the development of a prototype publication service for I2-DSI proj ct. The 
Internet2 Distributed Storage Infrastructure (I2-DSI) project is developing an open architecture for 
scalable, robust middleware that will enable wide-area replication services for the research and 
education communities.  In the current phase, the project has a wide-area testbed of six large 
storage servers, each running a common profile of software that supports demonstration content 
channels. This paper presents the motivation for source-object replication architectures, the 
approach to replication adopted by I2-DSI, and our recent efforts to develop a prototype content 
channel publication service that allows users to dynamically create and manage content channels 
in I2-DSI without a system administration’s intervention. Thus, the channel publication service 
presented focuses on enhancing the usefulness of the I2-DSI replication service by allowing users 
to publish and manage their materials in an autonomous fashion.  
 
Headings:  
  I2-DSI 
push channel 
  replication 
  resolution 
electronic publication 
distributed storage 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Internet2 Distributed Storage Infrastructure (I2-DSI) Project 
(http://dsi.internet2.edu/) [BM98, WCW99] is developing a novel distributed 
network storage solution as part of Internet2 technical activities. I2-DSI seek  to 
address performance challenges in delivering rich digital media and large data 
sets that are limiting the feasibility and utility of Internet delivery for many 
research and education projects. While long-term solutions to high-performance 
or guaranteed low-delay delivery over wide-area networks will involve extensive 
use of network-level QOS services, I2-DSI looks to leverage opportunities in 
mass storage and high-bandwidth WANs to enable significant new applications 
today. 
 
Content replication is widely practiced in the current Internet at multiple levels. 
Dynamic replication of server responses taking place in network caches [RCB99] 
has been deployed for some time for HTTP and FTP. Caching performance is 
limited by the locality of references (hit ratios), the increasing prevalence of 
dynamic content, and its rejection by content providers reluctant to give up 
control of server accesses (hit counts, etc.).  In response to these limitations, some 
WWW cache proposals have moved towards replication functionality and push 
architectures [ZSY, ZY98, IC97]. Alternatively, many WWW system architects 
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have placed a renewed focus on source-object replication across geographically 
dispersed Internet servers, or mirroring.   
 
Ad-hoc mirroring is widely practiced in the contemporary Internet. A recent study 
[BB98] based on a set of 179 million URLs collected in a Web crawl found that 
about 10% of all hosts were mirrored to varying degrees. Mirroring has a number 
of advantages. Source-obj ct replication provides explicit control over data 
placement and data freshness policies. Replicating collections improves client 
access by shortening the network path from the client to the server, which is 
especially crucial in the global Internet where the bandwidth limitations of trans-
oceanic links and the fundamental latency constraint of speed-of-light signal 
propagation are major factors. Well-placed mirrors can localize access to regional 
networks or even specific local area networks (LANs) for important clients. 
Regional or local area networks are inherently fast and reliable, due to the 
transmission technologies and the tendency of organizations to overprovision the 
network.  While composed of high-capacity fiber optic links, wide-area networks 
(WANs), by contrast, are heavily utilized due to the high cost of installing and 
managing very long-distance lines.  Finally, replication servers distribute the load 
on network and server resources, providing a scalable solution.  
 
Source-object replication schemes can leverage powerful technology trends in 
mass storage and high-speed networks. Storage costs have been dropping 
tremendously in recent years. At the same time, network links continue to grow in 
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bandwidth capacity with the advances in fiber optic technology (e.g., Dense 
Wave-Division Multiplexing) pushing many backbone links today well into the 
tens or hundreds of gigabits per second. These fundamental trends bode well for 
content replication schemes that are properly designed to scale up with increasing 
storage and network capacities. 
 
In the past, mirroring Internet-bas d collections has been a largely informal, ad-
hoc process based on data management scripts and system utilities. This 
unstructured approach to mirrors results in management difficulties and usability 
issues for the end user. For example, users are most often forced to manually 
determine an appropriate mirror site, e.g., Apache.org lists 150 mirrors from 
which the user selects by domain suffix. While workable, such manual resolution 
is a source of frustration for users and inefficiency in minimizing the user’s access 
time and maximizing the load-bal ncing utility of the mirroring process. 
 
Proprietary commercial mirroring software has recently introduced a new class of 
replication services. Akamai’s FreeFlow technology uses server-side c ipts to 
rewrite URLs embedded in WWW documents such that selected embedded 
objects will be fetched from one of the more than 2000 Akamai servers world-
wide. Similarly, companies such as Digital Island are providing sophisticated 
application hosting and content management services using a set of globally 
distributed servers. 
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The I2-DSI project seeks to explore the research, engineering, and operational 
issues behind designing, evaluating, and deploying scalable replication services 
based on middleware running in conjunction with dedicated replication servers 
across the Internet2 backbone network. The project is developing structured 
mirroring solutions that provide scalable content replication and transparent 
resolution for end-users. Its area of investigation is similar to the commercial 
services today, but I2-DSI is a research project that has a fundamentally different 
scope than commercial endeavors. 
 
I2-DSI is foremost a research project that has engaged academic researchers as 
well as significant corporate sponsors interested in the convergence of network 
and storage systems. Current corporate sponsors include Cisco, IBM, Novell, 
Microsoft, Ellemtel, Sun, and Starburst Communications. The common goal 
among participants is to augment the state-of-the-ar  in understanding how to 
build and use replication services, first for the Internet2 communi y and then for 
Internet users broadly defined.  
 
Working within the Internet2 project, I2-DSI has the flexibility to deploy and 
experiment with solutions that might be resisted or limited in the commodity 
Internet, e.g., specialized client software r server configurations. Having proved 
the value of the I2-DSI service, I2-DSI technical components, where appropriate, 
can move to a standards process. Unlike key components of commercial 
solutions, the middleware developed by the project will have an open architecture, 
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based on open-source software whenever possible, so that its solutions can 
propagate widely. Open source software from the I2-DSI project is already 
propagating to other groups interested in mirroring. 
 
I2-DSI emphasizes a broad agenda in exploring the set of possible replication 
services and supported applications. This agenda will likely reach beyond the 
class of applications that drive the commercial WWW today. In deploying its 
solutions, the I2-DSI project is informally developing cooperative models for 
cross-organizational support of replication. 
 
The I2-DSI software architecture supports content replication across a set of 
distributed server machines. Under I2-DSI, a set of related objects, a “content 
channel” [WCW99], is published by an authorized user group. As part of the 
initial publication of the content, metadata on the channel is collected in a channel 
metadata repository for channel management and user services. Within the I2-DSI 
core, replication software stages the objects in a content channel at a master node 
and then replicates the channel to a subset of the I2-DSI platforms. Clients 
accessing the channel require a resolution service to aid them in finding a “nearby 
server”. As with replication mechanisms, multiple resolution mechanisms are 
available from both the commercial and research projects, e.g., the Cisco 
Distributed Director product.  
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Figure 1: I2-DSI Testbed Servers and Candidate Server Sites 
Figure 1: I2-DSI Testbed Servers and Candidate Server Sites 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Project Status 
 
I2-DSI has deployed a national testbed of storage servers. Operational servers 
with over 100 GB of storage (one with 700 GB of disk) are now operational in 
North Carolina, Tennessee, South Dakota, Indiana, and Texas. A number of 
candidate sites both in North America and abroad are available for near-term
expansion of the testbed, as shown in the Figure. The initial software profile of 
these servers includes a collection of open-s urc  tools, some customized for the 
DSI project, that are managed by DSI-specific scripts and programs. Dynamic 
resolution is provided by a Cisco Distributed Director hardware device located on 
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the Internet2 backbone. Experimental publication interfaces are also in the early 
developmental stages. 
 
A small set of demonstration channels have been constructed and deployed across 
five of the testbed servers to exercise the replication logic. Current channels 
include work on efficient distribution of large video repositories; see HighMPEG 
channel (http://highmpeg.dsi.internet2.edu) and the OpenVideo project 
(http://openvideo.dsi.internet2.edu). In addition, the demonstration channels 
include conventional mirrors such as CPAN mirror for PERL 
(http://cpan.dsi.internet2.edu) an  Linux Archives (http://linux.dsi.internet2.edu).  
 
In the rest of this paper we focus on the design issues and early implementation 
experiences with providing publication services for content publishers within I2-
DSI. One of the key issues in understanding large-scale replication systems like 
I2-DSI is how to construct publication and content management tools that will 
balance the needs of content providers, clients accessing that content, and system 
designers. Our work aims at providing a prototype publishing design within I2-
DSI that will enable automated publication to encourage use of the replication 
infrastructure for ad-hoc groups of users.   
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3. Publication Service Design Issues 
 
 
Publication services and content management models are both an opportunity and 
a key technical challenge for wide-area content replication systems. A primary 
value-added service of replication is the degree of control that can be exercised 
over the replication process by the replication system. By providing a good 
interface, the replication system can gather valuable input from the content 
provider to understand how to balance the trade-offs of cost (in system resources) 
versus delivery performance (as seen by clients) during the replication of any 
particular set of content. Finding a proper cost-performance point for channel 
delivery contrasts sharply with both the ad-hoc ( nd largely uncontrollable) 
replication performed by WWW caches and the lack of well-formed policies and 
global management exhibited by most conventional Internet mirroring 
communities. 
 
A publication interface for replicated services should provide the content provider 
with tools for establishing, managing, and understanding the state of a content 
channel. Here we put forward some key issues and review some related work and 
commercially available tools:  
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Ø Channel creation. While large long-running communities of users may be 
willing to invest significant human resources in the publication process, for 
casual use or smaller user groups to take advantage of replication services, the 
overhead for establishing a channel must be low.  
 
In the commercial domain companies have recently appeared that are 
attempting to use the intuitive paradigm of a shared filesystem as a basis for 
new network-based storage services. Distributed filesystems such as Andrew 
have existed for some time, but these new efforts attempt to extend shared 
files within network-based storage servers to very large numbers of desktop 
PC users. For example, I-Drive’s (www.i-drive.com) service interface extends 
the familiar desktop computing notion of a network disk that appears in a 
standard view on MS Windows systems to Internet-bas d storage. Using the 
drive metaphor, users can copy and share files on their Internet drive (I-drive) 
as on other network drives. Value-added services such as printing services are 
also offered through the hosting service. 
 
Ø Channel update. Once a channel is established, the user must have a 
controlled way to perform content management and updating. As the 
complexity of enterprise-wide content management has increased, 
sophisticated content management tools for WWW objects spread across 
multiple sites have now become available [Cmtools]. For example, the 
NetObject’s Collage [Collage] is an example of a slightly more sophisticated 
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content management system. It provides for the design, development, and 
management of enterprise Web applications. It has a collaboration tool that 
support distributed content contribution. A centralized access control system 
control individual production capabilities based administrator-defined 
privileges.  
 
Another system with interesting support for accepting and managing 
contributions from a community of contributors is the Perl Au ors Upload 
Server [PAUSE]. It is a service dedicated to collect the work of Perl authors. 
It is interesting to us because its design concept is very similar to some of 
ours. It requires the user to register before she could upload her Perl module to 
the server. There is an upload scanner that compares the update one with the 
existing one (if any) and categorizes it according to the contents.   
 
Ø Publisher hints to the system. User hints will be very useful in aiding system 
algorithms such that delivery performance is maximized at the lowest possible 
system cost. Accordingly, the publication interface should allow the content 
provider to indicate to the replication middleware the relative importance of a 
channel (e.g., how aggressively should it be replicated), its delivery 
performance requirements, and hints as to client locations across the network. 
Many system algorithms to dynamically manage the replication process have 
been proposed and will be useful, but user hints aid tremendously in default 
replication decisions. 
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Ø Feedback to the user. Replication of content introduces complexity beyond 
single-site publishing due to issues of distributed update across the mirror 
sites. Content providers who wish to actively monitor their content expect an 
interface model that allows them to understand the state of the published 
materials. Whether the replication system supports atomic update or some 
less-strict concurrency control semantics, the publisher of content must 
understand the system service contract with respec  to the propagation of 
changes and the views presented to clients. Ideally, content publishers would 
be provided with some mechanisms to see which view is currently active. It 
might also be useful to expose to the content provider client access pattrns 
across all replicated sites.  
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4. I2-DSI Prototype Publication Service 
In this section we describe the evolving publication tools for the I2-DSI 
replication platform. Current content channels in the I2-DSI t stbed were 
constructed manually and designed to appeal to broad audiences. An important 
extension of the I2-DSI project is to provide automated publication and content 
management tools that will enable small groups of geographically dispersed 
researchers, distance learners, or other groups to tap the benefits of targeted 
replication of their materials. To make such a facility scalable and manageable, 
channel creation and management must be automated to a high degree. This 
section outlines our architecture for automating the channel publication process 
within I2-DSI and describes its current implementation. 
 
The goal of channel publication service is to automate the process of channel 
creation and to provide reliable, flexible and scaleable distributed storage service 
for user and publisher. The publisher interacts with our publication service 
through a standard web-based interface. In addition, we want to create a s aleable 
and manageable architecture for both domain system administrator, and the DSI 
system administrator.  
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Figure 2: Host-level View of Publication 
 
The hosts involved in the channel publication service are shown in Figure 2. The 
registration node provides a user interface to publishers, through which the 
publishers can create new channels, update channel, or check channel status and 
feedback. It collects the content metadata from the content provider. The master 
node is the host within the I2-DSI core set of servers at which content for this 
channel is initially staged for replication. Channel content update and replication 
to remote DSI servers (shown as S1, S2, and S3 in Figure 2) takes place once 
content has been imported into the appropriate staging location at the master node. 
The software components running on the registration and master nodes have three 
functional components: channel registration, content staging, and content 
replication. 
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Registration 
We provide an automated channel creation test site to support potential I2-DSI 
channel providers. The potential channel provider will go to this site and fill in the 
registration page with metadata such as the channel name, the owner of the 
channel, channel expiration date, and so forth. This information is stored in an 
internal   metadata database for management both of individual channels and of 
the global channel publication service. Finally, when a channel is first created, the 
I2-DSI resolution mechanism is updated to ensure transparent resolution for 
clients. Each channel is given a domain name so that dynamic resolution is 
handled at the level of DNS resolution, e.g., entries in a remote Cisco Distributed 
Director box are updated.  
 
Content Staging 
In addition to registration, we also need to control content import from the content 
provider’s node and integrate this process with the content replication mechanism. 
In our test model, the content provider is assumed to import their content in a 
standard archive file that contains a set of files in a hierarchical directory 
structure. By controlling the upload of the initial archive file and then using 
standard mirroring tools, the cont nt provider’s interface into the internal I2-DSI 
master node is well-d fined and reasonably secure. Once content has been 
uploaded onto the DSI master node, the replication logic stages it for delivery to 
remote nodes. 
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Replication 
The master node can replicate the channel content to replica servers. The 
replication can be global, i.e., all the replica servers will be updated, or toonly a 
subset of the replica servers depending on input from the content provider.  In 
order to reduce network traffic, the urrent DSI replication is based on rsync+ 
[JNCA], a modification to the popular open-source mirroring tool, rsync.  
 
 
Figure 3: Architecture of the Channel Publication Service 
 
Figure 3 is our current architecture for the channel publication service. From the 
channel provider’s point of view, he will first go to the registration node, and fill 
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in the registration page and provide the archive file of channel content. If all the 
data is valid, he will receive an email instantly about his registration confirm ti . 
At this point, the internal replication logic takes over.  
 
Once a channel is established and the update process defined, the channel 
provider can go to the registration node’s interface for information on the current 
state of the channel. We recognize the importance of feedback for content 
provider, so we provide a separate report module in our publication service. 
Currently, we implemented a simplified report module from the metadata 
database shown in Figure 3. This module provides information on resource usage, 
the status of the replication process, and other channel metadata. In the future, the 
implementation (as suggested in the Figure) will migrate to a metadata repository 
based on a powerful open-source package for developing metadata repositories, 
the Repository in a Box [RIB]. The mature RIB environment and its supporting 
tools will enhance the flexibility and range of feedback information that can be 
provided.  
 
To efficiently manage the channel content automatically, we need to collect 
channel metadata. There are two sets of metadata. 
· Content metadata: the metadata concerning each channel itself. It includes 
channel name, owner, type, size, status, and channel logging. The channel 
logging will record channel activity.  
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· Service metadata: he metadata concerning the Channel Publication 
Service. It includes list of channels currently published, list of replicas 
belonging to the system, total available disk space, total used disk space, 
etc. 
 
These metadata can be used for indexing, feedback report, nd, most importantly, 
to provide crucial information to facilitate the decision of an optimal replication 
scheme. In our design, we provide tools to collect, store, and analyze these types 
of metadata. Based on these metadata, we created our metadata database. See 
Appendix 1 for the entity relationship diagram, Appendix 2 for table schema and 
Appendix 3 for data model.  
 
To further explain our publication service, Figure 4 gives a more detailed view of 
the actions depicted in Figure 3 for the publication of content. As shown in Figure 
4, a user's responsibility includes filling in registration, providing content file and 
updating channel. In registration node, we combined all the functions the 
registration node provides into registration service. The egistration service not 
only handles the interaction with users like providing user information validation 
and uploading content, but also interacts with other units including metadata 
database, report service and master node. After a user fills in the r gistration page 
and provides the content file, the registration service will store user information to 
channel metadata database and redirect content file to master node where the 
replication logic will take place. In master node, the metadata concerning channel 
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status will be collected and stored into the channel metadata database. The report 
service's major task is to generate report based on the metadata from channel 
metadata database.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Workflow of I2-DSI Publication Service 
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5. Future Work 
 
This work provides a framework for the publication service based on the DSI 
model. Integrated with some previous work  in the same group, it demonstrated
the feasibility of the DSI model using existing high bandwidth network 
connection.  In the future, a large-scale user study is necessary to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the DSI model, and help us to further refine the DSI model and 
underlying design and implementation. The evaluation process requires a large-
scale deployment of the publication service. A lot of system work is needed to 
make the service more reliable, scalable, and accessible for large-scale 
deployment.  
 
In addition to the user study, new features can be added into the framework. For 
example, in the current implementation, content update is manually initiated by an 
explicit request from the publisher. In a more elaborated model, the content could 
be automatically updated using a web crawler— a technology wildly used by 
most search engines. This will be especially useful if the channel content is 
dynamic or time sensitive, such as newscast or live video.  In practice, both 
models (automatic and manual) have their own merits. Depending on the actual 
content, the publisher can choose to use one model vs. the other. We also noticed 
that the serialized update service could be a potential bottleneck in term of 
scalability, though the scalability of the current push mechanism has been shown 
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to be viable for the currently envisioned system. Our experiments with the Linux 
Archives have validated the scalability of a rsync+-based approach [JNCA]. 
There are a number of different schemes to tackle this problem, such as 
immediate update vs. deferred update, serialized update vs. simultaneous update 
using IP multicast. Today, we do not know which solution is better, but we hope 
we can answer questions like this after the user study. 
 
In the current implementation, the channel structure is flat, i.e. there is only one-
level of channels. We could imagine scenarios that a hierarchical channel 
structure will be useful.  Further more, because we record the metadata for each 
channel, it will not be difficult to let the system automatically group simi ar
channels to a super-channel. Under different criterion, channels can be grouped 
differently and dynamically. This scheme will provide flexibil ty that both the 
end-users and the publishers will benefit. For example, a publisher for ABC just 
want to create and maintain an ABC channel, but an end-user may ask for a 
channel of news about the year 2000 election. The system will re-organize th  
news channel contents, pulling stuff from channels like ABC, NBC, etc, to create 
a news channel for that particular user.  
 
Besides to the many research problems this work can lead to, there are also 
numerous user-interface improvement that can make the systm more attractive. 
For example, one important feature of the prototype is the feedback to user. The 
current user report is rather rudimentary. A better solution would be to provide a 
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plug-in structure so that users or third-party developers can plug-in their own 
report generation module, for example, excel, to create customized report.  
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6. Conclusion 
 
I2-DSI focuses on developing a scalable, robust middleware that will enable 
transparent access to content and services replicated across heterogeneous 
machines in a wide-area network environment. Source-obje t replication provides 
proven performance benefits, plays to powerful trends in the advancement of 
cheaper storage and huge increases in network bandwidth, and, unlike caching, 
allows for flexibility and determinism in specifying the resources that will be 
devoted to improving access to a particular resource collection.  
 
This paper discussed the motivations behind the I2-DSI project, design issues for 
publication in replication frameworks, and recent efforts towards developing an 
I2-DSI channel publication interface for automated channel creation. We believe 
that network-based storage services, such as those envisioned by the I2-DSI 
project, will evolve in the future to become a widely offered network servic  for 
users. On-going research is needed to determine how to design and deploy the 
most useful set of such services in an open architecture. The publication service 
designed and implemented for this thesis are a prototype for enabling the I2-DSI 
system to be used widely by its constituents in the Internet2-sponsoring 
universities.   
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Appendix 1 
Entity Relationship Diagram for Channel Database 
 
 
 
 
In our ER diagram for channel metadata database, we show our entities and the relationships 
between entities. The channel main is an entity which has the attributes of CN_name, staging_loc, 
DSI_channnel_root, DSI_document_root, status, tar_name, virtual_host. The channel is owned by 
a channel owner and is replicated to replica servers. A channel can be owned by one and only one 
owner, and an owner can own many channels. The relationship between channel and owner is one-
to-many. A channel can be replicated to many replica servers, and for one replica server, it can 
replicate many channels. The relationship between channel and replica_server is many-to-many. A 
channel will have a lot of channel activities, which is recorded in channel_logging entity. The 
channel_logging has attributes including action_start, duration, status, type, action, and event_log.  
1
n
n
n
owned by 
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1
n
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channel 
CN_name 
staging_loc 
status 
DSI_channel_root 
DSI_document_root 
tar_name 
virtual_host 
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organization 
replica_server 
replica_IP 
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owner 
email 
channel_logging 
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Appendix 2.  
 
The CHANNEL RELATIONAL DA TABASE SCHEMA  
 
CHANNEL_MAIN 
CN_name staging_loc DSI_channel_root DSI_document_root status tar_name virtual_host 
 
 
CHANNEL_REPLICA 
 FK FK 
CN_name replica_ID 
 
 
REPLICA_SERVER 
replica_ID replica_name replica_IP prefix 
 
OWNER 
name email organization 
 
 
CHANNEL_OWNER 
 FK  FK 
channel_name owner_email 
 
 
CHANNEL_LOGGING 
       FK     FK FK 
CN_name action_start status type action duration event_log 
  
 
CHANNEL_STATUS 
status_code  status_name 
  
 
CHANNEL_TYPE  
type_code type_name 
 
 
This is the table schema we created according to the ER diagram for our channel metadata 
database.
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Appendix 3 
 
CHANNEL Data Model 
Data name/attribute Data type Definition/Explanation Examples 
CN_name     VARCHAR(20)   The channel name Openvideo, 
wangtest 
staging_loc   VARCHAR(100) The directory where the uploaded content 
file will temporarily be staged before 
placement into WWW part of filesystem 
/staging/openvide
o 
/staging/wangtest 
DSI_channel_root   VARCHAR(100) The directory where the whole channel 
space will be 
/channels 
DSI_document_root VARCHAR(100) Document root for this channel 
--possibly not the “top” of channel file 
space, e.g. could be 
/channels/openvdeo/start_dir/index.htm 
/channels/openvid
eo 
/channels/wangte
st 
status   CHAR(1)  The channel’s current status, whether it is 
active or not 
00(active), 
11(inactive) 
tar_name    VARCHAR(100) The archive file’s name the channel owner 
provides 
Openvideo.tar.gz 
virtual_host VARCHAR(100) Name used in DNS-based resolution, as in 
example, we anticipate merely prepending 
channel name to DSI-owned DNS domain 
http://openvideo.
dsi.internet2.edu 
lname VARCHAR(30) The channel owner’s last name Wang 
fname VARCHAR(30) The channel owner’s first name Rebecca 
email VARCHAR(30) The channel owner’s email wangh@ils.unc.e
du 
organization VARCHAR(30) The channel owner’s organization SILS 
replica_ID   CHAR(2)  Replica server’s index 01, 02, 03 
replica_name VARCHAR(50) Replica server’s name msterhost.dsi.inte
rnet2.edu 
replica_IP   VARCHAR(15)   Replica server’s IP address 152.2.81.2 
prefix VARCHAR(100) For WWW server configuration, you might 
alias top-level directory of channel in order 
to shorten URLs/etc. 
dsi/channels/wan
gt st
action_start BIGINT Timestamp for script activity (for 
replication script logging) 
948739613 
Type CHAR(1) The channel’s type index (i.e., just creating 
channel or updating existing one) 
U(update), 
S(setup) 
action CHAR(1) The channel’s action type (action being 
logged, status of) 
S(scheduled), 
C(complete) 
duration     INT How long did this activity take? 12 
event_log VARCHAR(100), String to aid description of event log system gunzip 
wangh.tar.gz 
failed: 256 
 
